
Date Venue Start Time End Time 

Oct 24 SIS Level 4 Sofa 7.30pm 9pm 

Attendees Absentee 

All - 

 

No Discussion Point Description/Outcome 

1 
Sharing of midterm 
presentation 

Our  supervisor and team shared: 
 
Biggest priorities were FAQ and Analytics, and reviewers were 
questioning on why it was not tackled first. The reviewers wanted to 
know what were out of the box functionality VS what we created. 
 
Reviewers want to know what the motivation behind this project is. 
Who are HOME’s real customers and their needs? 
 

2 
Implementation 
Plan 

Our  supervisor and team shared: 
 
Showed the plan to supervisor, red portion means need not implement, 
green means already done, orange means in process.  
 
Implement tooltip/help section to cater to the consistent remaining 20% 
of testers in survey who have not been addressed.  
 
Also put a timestamp. Try it on local machine and then also try it with 
multiple concurrent users. Similar to a load analysis, to see the 
performance.   

3 
Analytics + 
Feedback Mgmt 

Showed output graph, from database we will have scheduled jobs, 
export csv files into the live site. D3 will manipulate the data.  
Simple  post by user [Top 10 users] [Dropdown list of timing] & top 
topic discussed 
Medium  Top category [legal/healthcare/employment], joining 3 or 4 
tables together and gathering sentiments. *collate the topics to 
categories 
Complex  specify the user, this user said this topic and categories how 
many times. It will be over a timeframe. Nov 2 - stop exploring the 
database connection. 
 
Post Feedback, entirely coded by us. Implementing a reply button for 
admin to respond. 

4 Q&A  

Haven put in the badge for the user avatar, different points for different 
level.  
Search for questions using different categories. 
Listing of the top common FAQs. Question Tag, search question by the 
tag. 
Limit the word to 140?  Check with Sponsor. 
Vote up/Vote down 
Verify by the admin 
 

 



 

 

No. Action Item Action By Deadline 

1 Performance Matrix John/Thai Nov, 17 

2 Graphical & Textual Analytics Uma/Nik/John/Thai Nov, 10 

 

Minute Taker Next Meeting 

Uma Oct, 18 

 


